
SpringGarden2018 
let it bloom 

Friends of 
Schmidtville 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good MorningSG2018 is an alliance of organizations and individuals with an interest in making Spring Garden the great pedestrian shopping street it could beOur initiative was began thru a workshop last winter & attended by over 100 people from all walks of life.  It was organized by the Dalhousie School of Architecture and Planning with Walk’nRoll Halifax and with the participation of SGABAOut of it came a Working Group that met frequently to develop this proposal, it included representatives of the following Groups Dalhousie Faculty of Architecture & Planning Dal Planning & Design Centre SGABA Walk’nRoll Halifax Friends of Schmidtville and Residents living in the SG business area



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firstly, we would like to applaud HRM Council for recognizing the importance of SGR in its planning programme and more recently in its Capital Works Programme to undertake major streetscape improvements in the area!We have a number of suggestions on how to improve and accelerate implementation of this proposed programme.



 
 
 

Vibrant Inclusive 

Eclectic Respectful 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think we can all agree that SGR has played a special role in Halifax and within the Atlantic Region.  In many ways we want to bring back what SGR once was as a shopping destination.  Of course conditions have changed, what remains is that the area is a special place in Atlantic Canada.  It is the busiest pedestrian way this side of Quebec City with over 2M pedestrians walking our sidewalks each year.Our vision is that we would like the area to be…Vibrant, Inclusive – welcoming to all, Eclectic, and Respectful of its rich history



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many communities in Canada and elsewhere have invested and, in some cases, re-invented their downtowns.  We have lagged far behind and are playing catch-up with progressive communities in North America.  A common theme in all downtown revitalizations is to make the areas more pedestrian friendly and to green the pedestrian ways.  In some cases, particularly in Europe, downtowns have gone 100% pedestrian. 



2016-17 
Streetscaping 

2016-17 
Paving & Access 

Improvements only 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we understand it the downtown Halifax revitalization programme will see Argyle/Grafton Streets taking priority because of the NovaCentre.  The complete streetscaping for this area is scheduled to be completed by next Spring of next year. For Spring Garden this year’s improvement ,which is currently happening, is the repaving of the area from Barrington to Summer streets and to improve the safety of curb cuts making the area more accessible.



 

2020-21 
Streetscaping 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SG Streetscaping, from Queen to Southpark streets is scheduled to be completed in 2021 as proposed in a design completed in 2009.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much has changed since 2009, not least the new Public Library and all the new developing taking place downtown, such as the Doyle Block.  As well, another 2000 residential units will be added to the downtown area, bring an additional 6000 residents/shoppers to the area.  All welcoming additions.



A Pedestrian Network -The Missing Link 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These developments, and in particular the NovaCentre, the Library (with 2M visitors) and our wonderful Public Gardens (with 1M visitors) will establish three major pedestrian nodes within our downtown.  We need to begin assessing how best to link these nodes into an integrated pedestrian network.



Recommendation 1 
 

A. Review 2009 SpringGarden Design, include Doyle 
and Old Library blocks 

B. Implement SpringGarden Streetscaping between 
Queen and South Park streets in 2018. 

C. Consider implementing the Doyle and Old Library 
blocks concurrent with adjacent developments. 

D. Create Design Concept for Downtown Pedestrian 
Network 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For these reasons we recommend that the 2009 Design be reviewed by HRM Staff in consultation with the community and that this include the Doyle and Old Library blocks so that we can begin to start building the necessary pedestrian linkages.  And since the Doyle block is under construction, a streetscape design consistent with the area between Queen and South Park should be implemented, and perhaps funded by the developer.  This is common practice in most jurisdictions.Reason for including the Old Library block is to complete the SG pedestrian portion of the ultimate pedestrian link to Argyle/Grafton pedestrian way.  And as you will notice later, we recommend relocating the bus stops on the busiest sections of SGR.  An obvious relocation of a bus stop would be the library block.We also recommend that work begin immediately to design an integrated downtown pedestrian network, with an initial focus being the Spring Garden/Argyle/Grafton link.



Recommendation 2 

Harvest immediately 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also recommend a number of Low Hanging fruits that could be implemented immediately with limited cost to HRM,



Bus Stops 
 
Delivery Vehicles 
 
Taxi Stand 
 
Signage/Wayfinding 
 
Taxation 
 
Accessibility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Fruits to be picked are in 6 areas…



Bus Stops 
Recommendation 
 
Relocate Bus Stops away 
from heavy pedestrian 
areas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bus stops between Queen and South Park are impediments to the pedestrian traffic flow, particularly for the disabled in wheel chairs, the blind and for seniors and families with strollers.  We recommend that they be relocated off the busiest sections of Spring Garden Road and that Halifax Transit work with the community to assess the best locations.   Two locations to be considered are on the SG corner west of South Park, which is now being used as a tourist bus stop this could be moved up mid-block to the Garden entrance at the Horticultural Hall; and the other location could be at the Old Library block. 



Delivery Vehicles 

Recommendation 
 
Limit deliveries on Spring 
Garden to off-peak hours 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Loading and unloading of delivery trucks is a severe problem, it’s not just unsightly but dangerous to both pedestrians and vehicles, not to mentioned that it can block the critical emergency route it is within our downtown.We recommend restricting delivering hours to off-peak hours as is the practice in many other jurisdictions



Taxi Stand 
Taxi’s Important, but… 
 
Violations the Norm 
 
Idling an environmental 
& public health concern  
 
 
Recommendation 
 
Evaluate taxi stand(s) 
 
Consider automated (push button) 
stand with cars parked on side street(s) 

6+  car line up the norm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a taxi stand for 2 vehicles in front of Parklane.  Unfortunately this is more often than not abused and enforcement is virtually lacking.  Its not unusual to have 6 taxis idling, particularly in the evenings along SGR.  It is unsightly and unhealthy for the busiest pedestrian way in Atlantic Canada.Why not consider an automated taxi stop with vehicles parked on a side street.  The south side of Dresden Row should be considered.  The SG stop could be an electronic call button to order a taxi.  Visual contact would also be possible from the Dresden location.  Again, this would require a redesign of the current streetscape plan.



Recommendation 
 
Dust off 2004 Wayfinding Report 
 
Assess Car-Park wayfinding  

Signage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Signage is a mess with the clutter of sandwich boards.  It not only impeds pedestrian traffic it also reduces the effectiveness of the signs.Back in 2004 a major downtown signage programme was developed but never implemented.  Lets dust it off, and update it.  It is particularly needed for the merchants on the side streets and to direct tourist to special destinations in our downtoan.Consideration should also be given to implement an available electronic parking signage program.   These are standard in most northern European cities and very effective to guide travellers to available paring spots. 



Taxation Reform 

Recommendation 
Fast track tax reform program 

Inequity in Property Taxation! 
 
Property Taxes per sq. foot  

$8.19 

$0.45 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think you’re aware of the inequity in property taxation between the downtowns and the various suburban shopping centres, although the services are essentially the same.  It makes our downtown uncompetitive, particularly for independent retailers we want to encourage.We understand that HRM supports an amendment to the City Charter to allow for differential taxation. Why not begin to develop the options while the Province works on amending the Charter?  This would fast track this initiative!



Accessibility 
54% of public domain 
elements don’t meet CSA 
Accessibility Standards 
 
Recommendation 
 
Fix Curb Cuts this year!  
 
Update Red Book to include 
CSA accessibility standard 
as a minimum 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accessibility has been a big issue downtown, and HRM has listened.  Within the past few weeks massive improvements have been made to the curb cuts, and we thank you for this!  More work is required, particularly in updating the Red Book, which is the design standard for infrastructure within HRM.  We recommend that it at least meet the CSA and CNIB Standards.I would also like to compliment the attention the Transportation and Public Works Department’s recent efforts to make our city more accessible, including winter operations.  Job well done! 



Thank You! 
SpringGardenRoad 

lets make it bloom in 2018 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This concludes our presentation and we look forward to partnering with HRM to make SG Bloom in 2018.  Lets not let it whither until 2021!Thank you!
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